THE ELECTRICAL BLACK BOOK - The ENGINEERS BLACK BOOK is a Technical Engineering Reference Book consolidating the most commonly used engineering information into a easy-to-read and convenient user friendly format. Whether you are a Designer, Engineer, or a Manufacturer, this invaluable tool for Apprentices, Trainees, Tradesmen, Machinists, Machine Shops, Tool Rooms, Technical Colleges, Fabricators, Sheet Metal Workers, and everyone else addresses for special resources and definitions. It is an unprecedented level of convenience and study access for pilots planning flights and researching weather.

Book.......
P/N 13-10229.................. $24.85
P/N 13-10224.................. $18.59

YOUR PILOT'S LICENSE - An updated version of the classic book that has helped aviators take off for more than a quarter century. Written in an easy-to-understand style by a certified flight instructor with practical advice on what it takes to learn how to fly an airplane. 8th Edition.
P/N 13-11268.................. $18.75

THE ILLUSTRATED BUYER'S GUIDE TO USED AIRPLANES - The best way for private pilots with limited means to obtain the plane of their dreams is to purchase a used one — and there's no better way to buy one without getting burned than this heavily illustrated guide. Focusing on airplanes priced at $100,000 or less, the author walks readers through the entire process of purchasing a used plane: prospecting the market, determining a plane's true value, close the deal, partnership, and much more. Author: Bill Clarke P/N 13-07716..........$51.95

POWERED PARACHUTE HANDBOOK EBOOK - Here the pilot is shown the realm of powered parachute flight and given information and guidance to ensure that the procedures and maneuvers required for pilot certification. This book is the official FAA source for learning to fly powered parachutes and many test questions for the powered parachute FAA Knowledge Exam come from this reference. Illustrated throughout with full-color graphics and photography.  
E-Book........P/N 13-059000..........$20.60

ADVANCED AVIONICS HANDBOOK - The Federal Aviation Administration's Advanced Avionics Handbook is a critical tool for anyone seriously interested in flying modern airplanes. This easy to read handbook introduces pilots and other readers to flight operations in aircrafts with the latest integrated “glass cockpit” advanced avionics systems. Critical topics covered include: which advanced avionics system to use and when, automated flight control, advanced weather data systems, area navigation, primary flight display failures, and more. With the unprecedented amount of information now available at a pilot's fingertips, the Advanced Avionics Handbook is the perfect guide for translating raw scientific data into critical flight intelligence.
P/N 13-11596.................. $12.95

CLOSE CALLS: LESSONS TO LIVE BY - Aviation masters, Bob Hoover and Wayne Hando share the wisdom gained from more than 50,000 hours of combined flying experience, often in extreme conditions. Each of them show how they survived near-impossible-to-escape inflight emergencies by applying simple safety principles.
P/N 14-02173.................$19.95

FLYING THE TAILWHEEL AIRPLANE - Also aims to identify common habits that cause poor pilot performance, and suggests ‘key points’, memory aids, that help develop better pilot habits. The principles laid out in the book are applicable to all pilots flying all types of small airplanes, and are requisite to learning to fly advanced maneuvers safely. The book offers an abundance of photographs from the cockpit demonstrating key points and principles from the pilot's perspective. Emphasis on where to look, what to see and what to do about it makes this teaching style and book unique and effective. 
P/N 13-11863.................$24.95

ADVANCED AEROBATICS - In this lesson-by-lesson guide, accessible text from aerobatics champions, sequential cockpit-view photographs, and sophisticated computer graphics provide an effective primer on 20 advanced aerobatics maneuvers.
P/N 13-07602.................. $32.95

THE PILOT'S BURDEN - Most aviation accidents are attributed to pilot error – but why does this occur? This book looks critically at a number of factors, including aircraft and cockpit design, the constant growth of aviation regulations, the pressures on the air traffic control systems and computer systems, and the growing demands on pilots. By Captain Robert N. Buck.
P/N 14-00216.................. $13.97